
Item note Please fill in

1 Basic information

1.1 Company information

1.2 Supportive policies
Is there any local subsidy policy for energy storage projects?If
so, please provide subsidy explanation or relevant
documents.

1.3 To achieve functional

The function description of the system. Such as:
      1. Carry out peak-shaving and valley-filling to realize peak-
valley arbitrage and save electricity expenses.
      2. As a backup power source, increase power supply
reliability.

1.4
Connected to the grid voltage level

380V or 10kV，suggest 380V

1.5
Energy storage system installation

1. Use indoor installation or outdoor container installation;
2. Provide information on the area that can be used for the
installation of energy storage system equipment. It is best to
provide photos and floor plans (including dimensions) of the
installation site.
3. Underground pipelines at the installation site

1.6
Situation of power distribution room used

for energy storage system access
Such as: equipment layout diagram, primary electrical wiring
diagram, switch cabinet parameters, etc.

1.7
The distance between energy storage and

power distribution room
Required for outdoor installation.

1.8 Vehicle hoisting transportation path
Estimate what size cranes and pallets are allowed to enter,
such as 80T

1.9
Requirements for power and capacity of

energy storage system
if no special. We will provide solution

1.10 Lead time
Deadline of delivery start from order confirmed. Technical
confirmed

2 Distribution system information

2.1
Transformer parameters, quantity and

load rate

Provides information about transformer equipment used to
connect to the energy storage system, and load power
information per hour (providing data for a typical month of
electricity consumption in the past year).

2.2 Distribution cabinet interval Is there a free interval for energy storage access

2.5 Available days of energy storage per year
Days of normal electricity use, holidays with less electricity are
not counted

3 Other information

3.1 Electricity Expansion Plan
Is there a capacity increase plan? Will the capacity increase
plan affect the transformer connected to the energy storage?

3.2
Maximum single equipment input and

output power

According to this data, determine the charging and
discharging threshold of energy storage, so as to avoid the
overload of the transformer caused by the load when charging
and the reverse current of the transformer when the load is
cut out during discharge

3.3 Monitoring system requirements

It can describe in detail the functions required by the
monitoring system, such as:
       1. Calculate the annual/month/day charge and discharge
capacity of the energy storage system and display it in the
form of a report;
       2. The energy storage system can display battery voltage
and stable status. and many more

Energy Storage system information required

      Note: For information not mentioned in the above table, if you think it is important to the project, please add it to the other information catalog or attach a
document.


